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REPORT
OF

MAJOR GENERAL
ARTHUR MACARTHUR.

HEADQUARTERSP~\CIFJC D1nSIOX,
SAX F1{c\XC1SCO,C-\L.) December 8, 1904.

The J.V1ilitar'jl SeC1'etar\"
War Department,

fiVashingtoJl, D. C.

SIR: Reports appertaining to the j oint encampments of regular
troops 2nd org2nized militia in the Departments of California and
of the Columbia during the season of 1904 are respectfull~' trans-

mitted herewith.
In organizing the maneuvers the location of a camp suitable for

a large concentration of troops received the first consideration; in
which connection it was apparent that a central position with refer-
ence to the geographical boundaries of the P,lcific Division would
fall some\vhere in Northern California or Southern Oregon. Ac-
cordingly, inquiries were instituted early in the year with a view to
finding "within such limits a site suitable for the occupancy of all the
regular troops and organized militia concerned. Owing to the moun-
tainous nature of the country it was impossible to find. contiguous to
the only line of railroad that traversed the section referred to, a place
that was in any way adapted to such an assembly.

It was very soon ascertained that the only grounds suitable for
large camps were located within the northern and southern zones
of the division, in consequence of which it was regarded as inex-
pedient, both on account of time and money, to attempt to unite the
entire force in one place. Combined maneuvers in each department
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were, therefore, determined upon and carried out in pursuance of

authority to tllat effect, contained in a letter from the Chief of Staff,
dated ,:\pril 6, 1904.

~\11lcricl1l Lake, in the yicinity of Tacoma, VVashington, was

selected ao; the rem]cz\'OUS for the Department of the Columbia, and

tl1(' I\ancho del EncinaL San Luis Obispo County, California, for

the Department of California: ~l,nd the congregation of the troops

deo;i~'nated for each camp \yas accomplished at the points selected with

celerity and economy, as may he seen hy reference to the report of

the ('hief 11 f St;1 fl, \\'hich is appended hereto marked "A".
In the 11ro;t instance thc idea of a division encampment was

ahal1i!I)J1ed 'xith ~Teat rl'1uctance, as it was then believed that the

usdu1 ereect ()f the trainin,g' \\'CH11dhe directly in proportion to the

11l11l11)n I)f t1"()l)Po;ao;o;cmh1ed: hut the experience of the department

el1Cll11jll1l1'nls j\1o;t1fleo; the cC1nc1usioll that the duration of a camp is

of m()]"(' importance than the numher of troops asscmhlcd therein,

prcwirled a 'o;uflicient numher of men are hroug'ht tog'ether to

ereecti\'('l~' l'xell1p1if,\' all eo;sclltia1 fielcl operations, ancl, further, pro-

\'ided tklt it io; nece~;o;ary to o;acrifice either timc or 11l1Jn:hers. That

is to S;lY, a camp Il£ fl\'c thousand men for tell clays is more effective

fllr ;tl1 pnlfeo;o;iona1 purposeo; than a camp of ten thousand melt for

fl\'(' dayo;. ~\o;ide from o;;l\'iJ1g much time that would otherwise be

spent in tr;ln'L the o;111a11camp io;a10;0 a great money-saver, on account

of tr;lJ1Sport;ltiol1, ao; the hasic idea of such an institution is to draw

the trollps fnl111 a cirl'111110;nihcd ;l1Ta adjacent thereto.

[11 pl1ro;uance of the \'i('\\' that a system of department camps is

hest adaptl'cl to the 111T('o;sitieo;of the Pacific Diyision, the immediate

aC<Jl1io;itiull of ;1 Cl1Hl) site for e;lch department is recommended; that

io; III ~;l\', tIll' il11111l'lli;ltl' jl11rch;lo;e ()f t\\'o camp sites on the Pacific
Coao;t.

The 1111lo;[ 1111[;lhk 1'\Tnt CiJ11111Tted\\'ith the fi.eld exercises herein

rclerred tll resl11tl,d f1"l)1111111' exceedingly rescmrcdul manner in

\\'hich 10;( l_il'lltell;tl11 \\', :'1, (;oodak, Signal Corps, discharged his

duties at ~\111I'ric;tll 1_:11,1'. L'nder the preo;sure of cmerg'encies which

aroo;e in ]lur:,U:lnee ()f 11io;fIeld \\'ork, he ;:Ue111pted to obtain "gTouncl"

for the rl'ln~'l1 circuit of ;111 cketrieal \\'ire by means of nails driven
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into trees. The experimcnts wcre surprisingly successful, and inas-
much as the empirical discovery thus made has already become the
subject of systematic investigations, ~\Vhichmay contribute materially
and substantially to the scientific knowledge of the \yorld, it is desired
to make a permanent record of the initial steps in the premises by
inserting extracts from Lieutenant Goodale's interesting reports of
the transactions; in which connection also especial attention is invited
to the ingenious manner in which the Signal Corps improvised lines
of electrical communication by the clever use of wire fences and the

steel tracks of a railroad right of way:

*
"In compliance with orders from the brigade commander, I

reported to the commander of the Brown forces with six men and
a light spring wagon equipped with field buzzers, wire, flags, etc., at
7 a. m. July 9th, and accompanied the command to a point near
the Junction of the Olympia, Tacoma and Steilacoom Roy roads.
Upon arriving at this point I was directed to establish two signal
stations, one at each flank, and to connect the same with the reserves,
a distance in each case of about 1800 yards. L~se was made of all
available wire fence, and the main road \\"as crossed by carrying the
wires from the fences to the top of the line of telephone poles running
along the Olympia-Tacoma road. From the poles the wires were led
along the ground, a distance of some 700 yards, to a clump of trees
in front of the position of the reserves. Owing' to the peculiar dry
nature of the soil in this country, it is ven' difficult to find guod
'ground' for the return circuits, and I at first figured on visual signals.
but after experimenting it was found that by driving a nail into the
root of a young tree, a perfect 'ground' could be established. Each
station was therefore placed in a clump of trees, and by attaching the
line to one binding-post of the instrument, \yhile to the other \vas
attached a wire leading to the nail driven in the root of a young tree
nearby, a pcrfect 'ground' was obtained. The instrument used in
these cases was the fie1(1buzzer furnished b)' the Sig'nal Corps. So
perfect was the circuit that \ve were able to use the telephone for
many of the 111essag-cs,the enunciation being very distinct. Com-
munication was established within eig'hteen minutes after the order
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was given by the commander of the forces in the ficId, and was

maintained throug'hout the exercise. After recall, and the withdrawal

of the troops, the wire \\"as recovered by means of a take-up :reel

mounted upon the light spring wagon referred to above.

"J n cOll1pliance \\'ith instructions from the brigade commander,

a party of :~ignal mcn, consisting of a sergeant and one private,

rej)orLcd to l'ach of the t\\"O troop commanders and accompanied the

ca valry durill,~' all the operations. The ca \'alry patrols left camp at

11 :3° in the l1lurning:, and within one-half hour after their departure

cOllJ111ll11icaticlll was established with the station near Huggins

Crossing, awl each Darty continued to transmit and receive messages

until 9 a. n1., whell the communications were interrupted by the l~lue

forccs. "rhe in,struments used were the Signal Corps field buzzers,

and messages \\'ere transmitted via wire fences, which were made

cont illuOUS hy bridging," across the openings with buzzer wire. The

signal party \\"ould estahlish themselves at a given point and transmit

the in formation 1lrol1ght to them by the patrols. As soon as the

patrols had ;lcl\';ll1cecl heyond a given distance in front of the same,

the party \Hll1ld di,sconnect its instrl1111ent and proceed on horses to

a point nearer to the advancil1~' troopers, wl1erc a new connection

would he estahlished. Each 111an carried three spools of small bronze

buzzcr wire, while the non-Cfl111111issioned officer hore, in addition,

the field l111UlT. ~\s each spool carries about one-half mile of line,

it \I'ill Ill' l11lCkrstood that each P;lrt.\" \\'as prO\'iclccl with six sJlools or

tl1ree miles of I\'in'. The p:lrty ;lCCllIllp;lnying- the troops operating

south of the line of lakes l1lilizl'd the railroad track as far as possihle,

tl1us S:l\'illg' ;1 great de;l1 ()f line ClmstTuction. 1\hout 8 :30 a. 111.the

Blues disco\Tred our line ~ol1th of the lakes ancl cnt in on it, inter-

rupting CUllllllllllicatiol1. and elHle;l\'oring to send through false

111cssa,~TS. n\\'inp: to t 11l' fact that a code of signals had heen estab-

lisl1ed an]()n~~' our njlcratnrs the night hefore, this deception was

easily detected. Tl1l' l\l11e 1clrcl's \\'lTe also using' the railroad track

for a ,short time, and \\"C \\Tre allle to ohtain at least one of their

111eSSa,!.2:es,frOiJ1 which \\'e leanwd the near appro;lch of their artillery

and its prohahle dcstinatic)J]. [n ;ulditiol1 to the communications mcn-
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tionec1 above, a line \'vas maintained between the brigade commander
at Huggins Crossing and his main reserve at Fort Nisqually. A line
was also maintained from the brigade commander to the firing line
southeast of Huggins Crossing. A signal station was established in
a small tree about 350 yards east of Huggins Crossing, and this was
connectecl with the brigade commander by means of buzzer carried
to the tree top with the observer. One wire was carried along the
grouncl ancl up the tree, while the return circuit was established by
driving a nail in the tree near its top and attaching the other wire to
it. It was found that this plan gave us a sufficiently goocl circuit
to operate the instrument without interruption. This apparent
phenomenon is attributed to the fact that sufficient moisture is carried
up the tree in the nature of sap to maintain a circuit with the roots of
the tree, which of necessity seek the moist earth at a distance of
several feet below the surface of the earth. I believe that this dis-
covery of being able to secure a 'ground' in dry c0l1lltries, by means
(if utilizing the moisture contained in trees, will prove of great benefit
in the future, as heretofore much labor and loss of time has been occa-
sionecl by having to either extend long wires to reach moist earth,
or of digging to a consicleral)le depth."

The foregoing' facts having come to the knowleclge of l\J1ajor
George O. Squier, Signal Corps, \vere mack the basis of much medi-
tation and reasoning, together with experimental observations con-
clucted according to the most approved scientific methods, with the
result that this proficient officer has by inductive methods reached an
original conclusion to the effect that living ver.:ctablc organisms may
be used as part of a circnit for electrical oscillations or Bertzian
waves, an accomplishment which, it is hclicvecL has not heretofore
been demonstrated; and which in turn suggests the possibility of
nsing' living' trees as suhstitutes for masts and towers in the operation
of \vireless telegraphy: a contingency that opens a great scope for the
imagination of its future employment in the service of information.
Thus, an incident of a manCl1\'er camp, skillfully analyzed by a ~cien-
tific officer, n1ay result in discoveries of much military utility and of
great scientific value.
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..:\ letter from ~\rajor Squier, together with a memoir enclosed
therein. \\"hich contains an instructive account of the experiments
;1hu\"(' referred to, is attached hereto markeel "13".

I \'Clce training for fidd <1utie~:. to he of practical benefit, must

be conducted on a scale illYohing an expenditure of money approxi-

mating that of act llal \var. and. as a consequence, questions naturally

;Irise a:.; to the expediency of maintaining such an expensive svstem

of instnlction. ('Oilclusiye mathematical proof cannot be adduced

in hehalf of the afnrmatin' of this proposition, but it may be asserted

\\"iih ahsolute assurance that an army without some training of this

kind llHist eliter the field at a great disadvantag:e. There are certain
(lulies \\"hich are indispC'nsahle alike to officers and men which can

only he effect in'l:: acquired in peace under conditions which exist
111 111ane11ver camps.

[n continuation of the :';;l1lW line of thoug'ht it n1iay be said that

the org:anization, eq11ipmel1t and training of armies are so much

alike that a battle of the present day, in most instances, will become

an 11nlil1likd slaughter. \\"ithout the possibility of decisive results,

l1l1k~:s a m'\\' principle or a new imention is developed and applied

before one of the opposing forces understands or appreciates the

importance thereof. ?\ 0\\', morc than e\"cr before, the real business

of \var hegins \\"here the rules le:l\"S off; and herein is precisely where
lies the great importance of the manCl1\'cr camp as offering", (in addi-
tion to :In up]lortul1ity to di Cfl1se c01wcntional militarv knowledge
\\'hich Cl1l1lUt hl' imparted at army posts or in armories of the organ-
ized 111ilitial, the i11l1y possible facilities in time of peace for the
dl'\T!l1plill'Jlt of '1('\\" and orig"ina! military ideas, the unexpected
infusion uf \\'hich into 11dcl upcratiOl1s is so essential. An army that
has not Sl)]]]e comlJrehellsin' systcm of peace training is very likely
to grope in its O\\'n hlood for the solution of problems that will con-
front it in actual \\'ar.

I t is ll()pl'd that t1ll' accoll1panying' reports, \\'hich seem replete
\vitlJ 11s<:iu1 ;IJid sug'gestiYc information, confirm the wisdom of C011-

tinuing" jl)int CilClmp11lCnts from year to year as a permanent feature
of tlJc '.\nll'l"iClll militan S\'StClll,

\ 'en" J"l'Spl'ct ~'dly .

• \J.:'Tlll'l~ .\!,\C\RTllt'R.

::\ I aj or Ceneral. Commanding.
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REPOH.T OF CHIEF OF STAFF TO THE
DIVISION COl\1l\1ANDER.

HEADQUARTERSPACIFIC DIVISION)
OFFICE OF CHIEF OF STAFF,

SAN FRANCISCO;CALIFORI'\L\; December S, 1904.

The Commanding General,
Pacific Di'0'1sion;

San Fmncisco) Cal.

Sm.: Tactical operations of the troops .within the division which
were concentrated for that purpose at American Lake. vVashington,
and Camp Atascadero. California, cluring the months of July and
August, last. respectively, form the subject of complete reports
recently received from the commanding generals of the departments
of the Columbia and California, which I have the honor to submit
herewith. They especially exhibit diligent and attentive application
to their important functions on the part of the chief umpires of the
two encampments and invite commendation for the fidelity with
which that particular duty in each case was performed. The reports
have been printed in pamphlet form in sufficient numbers to place
a copy pertaining to the exercises in which he participated in the
hands of each officer, regular and militia, thus bringing them within
reach, also, of the enlisted men of both forces-a wise measure, it is
believed, greatly overbalancing the nominal cost of publication.

In addition to the maneuvers conducted at Camp Atascadero and
American Lake, the organized militia of the territory of Hawaii,
consisting of a regiment of nine companies of infantry, with small
hospital and signal corps detachments, encamped for five clays,-
June 8th to 12th, 1904,-ne£1r Camp 1IcKinley. H. T .. in conjunction
with the United States artillery companies at that station. Practical

9
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instruction in field work, suited to the small force, was imparted
under direction of the regular army officer in command, who reports
the territorial troops earnest and tactful. and that the close of the
brief season of training showed marked improvement in all partici-
pating organizations.

Of the appropriation by CongTeSS of one million dollars to meet
expenses incident to the organized militia of the several states, ter-
ritories and the District of Columbia joining the regular army in
camps of field instruction, (Act of April 23, 1904), the following
sums were allotted to the Pacific Division:

Pay of officers and enlisted men $ 60,937.50
Quartermaster's Department funds 121,875.00
Subsistence Department funds............... 20,312.50

Total $20,),125.00

Subsequently, the amount for pay of officers and enlisted men
was increased by $6,000 received from the Atlantic Division; and
there was accredited the further sum of $8,000 to cover the cost of
blank ammunition to be issued to the militia.

\Vhile the grand total of $217,125 that became available for the
three camps in this division but little exceeded one-fifth of the whole
appropriation, it is gratifying to note that expenditures were kept
well within authorized limits, viz. :

Allotment on Z1.ccountof Pav S; 66,937.50
Disbursed -' S9,468.I6

Balance. co\'crec1 into Treasury $ 7,...j69.3-1-

Allotment, QU;lrterltlaster's Department. $121,875.00
Disbursecl ;lnd estimated outstanding accounts.. 106.875.00

Balance, cO\Trec1 into Treasury $ 15,000.00

Allotment. Subsistence Department. $ 20.312.50
Disbursed.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16,418-47

Balance

Allotment, Ordnance Department. $
Cost of hlank ammunition issued .

Da1ance ., $

8,000.00
6,355.16

I
 

~ 
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SUM:NIARY.

Total funds allotted , , $217,125.00
Total disbursements and estimated outstanding

accounts 189, 116.79

Unexpended balance , ., ., $ 28,008.21

Further analysis of the above mentioned item, $189,116.79, repre-
senting the total charge within the Pacific Division again3t the
specific appropriation for maneuver purposes, 1904, gives the cost,
separately, of the three camps as follows:

55,693-45
10,678.33
2,892.16

Total $102,505.13

ATASCADERO.

Pay of organized militia $
Lease of land, transportation and other expenses

of Quartermaster's Department, outstanding
accounts estimated .

Subsistence .
Blank ammunition .

AMERICt\N LAKE.

50,250.00
5,228.27
3,463.00

Total $ 83,073.62

Pay of organized militia $
Lease of land, transportation and other expenses

of Quartermaster's Department, outstanding
accounts estimated .

Subsistence .
Blank ammunition .

HONOLULU.

Pay of organized militia $
Transportation .
Subsistence .

Total $

2,094.62
931.55
511.87

3,538.04

Settlement of accounts for railway transportation, freight and
passenger. is made by disbursing officers not subject to your control.
Inasmuch as only partial returns have been received of payments
made under that classification, the foregoing financial statements are
necessarily, in that respect, approximate; but the reasonable assurance
that these outstancing accounts would not exceed nor vary greatly in
total sum from the funds reserved to meet them appeared to warrant
covering into the Treasury $15,000 of the appropriation for the
Quartermaster's Department.
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Taking into consideration the \vhole number of troops under
instruction, together with the duration and expense of the several
camps, it is founel that this extra tuition of its soldiery within the
Pacific Division cost the United States daily about one dollar and
twenty-five cents per capita, or, say, twenty dollars for each officer
and soldier participating. \Vere these regiments of regulars and
militia to he called upon to-day to take the field against a real
ac1versan', I \'enture to assert they would justify the wisdom) of the
01.1tby for their special training.

Very respectfully,

S. P. JOCELYN)

Colonel, General Staff,
Chief of Staff.



ON THE A.BSORPTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC \V AVES
BY LIVING VEGETABLE ORGANISMS.

BY

GEORGE O. SQUIER, ]?H. D.,

MAJOR, SIGNAL CORPS, U. S. A.
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HEADQU.-\RTERSDEP.\RT:\lE~T OF CALIFORKIA,
OFFICEOF THE CHIEF SIGNALOFFICER,

SAN FR.\NCISCO, CAL., December 3, 19°4.

M ajar General Arthur J1acArthurJ

United States Army,
S{[InFrancisco, California.

SIR: In compliance with your request, I respectfully submit
herewith, for your personal information, and for such use as you may
think expedient, a report of an exceedingly interesting incident which
occurred at the recent joint encampment of regular troops and organ-
ized militia, at American Lake, vVashington, in connection with the
signal service; together with an account of some of the consequences
that may result therefrom.

I first learned of this incident from yourself, in August, 1904, at
the time of reporting to you for duty as Chief Signal Officer of the
Provisional Division comprising regular troops and organized militia
at the joint maneuvers, Camp Atascadero, California.

The experiments described have been carried out in this Depart-
ment during the past three months, with apparatus constructed here,
and no attempt has been made thus far to determine to what ultimate
distances this method of wireless signaling may be employed, since
there are not available here for test, at present, any of the types of
sensitive electromagnetic wave detectors which have been recently
developed in different parts of the world, and which are principal
features of the various systems of wireless telegraphy now in com-
mercial use.

In space telegraphy "with a particular type of apparatus, signaling
distance is principally dependent upon the power of the emitter, and
the delicacy of the detector.

In the paper enclosed, entitled, "ON THE ABSORPTION OF
ELECTROl\L\GNETIC\VcWES BY LIVT::'\GVEGE'L\BLEORGANISMS," some
account of other physical phenomena, suggested by regarding the
vegetable kingdom as a conductor for electromagnetic oscillations, is
included, as indicating possible fields for useful research in living
vegetation, attacked more especially from a physical viewpoint.

Very respectfully,
GEORGE O. SQUIER,

lVlajor, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
15
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ON THE ABSORPTION OF ELECTROlVIAGNETIO WAVES BY
LIVING VEGETABLE ORGANISJIS.

1.

INTRODUCTIO::-J.

The difficulty of transmitting electromagnetic waves over land
as compared to that over seawater, has been well established, and this
diiTlcl1lty is attributed in a large measure to the general absorption
of intervening hills, vegetation, buildings and conductors through
which the \Vervetrains must pass in reaching the receiving apparatus.

Hovvever closely we may approximate in theory to the actual
mechanism of electromagnetic wave transn1ission, as used in wire-
less telegraph practice at present, it is now reasonably certain that
1)oth the earth itself and the space above the earth are essentially
involved in the phenomena.

Repeated experiment has shown the importance of good earth
connections for hoth the transmitting and receiving antenme, and
several letters patent. s,uch as those of Lodge, ::vr uirhead, Fessenden,
and Stone. provide, in addition, for special conducting metallic nets,
or strips, at the foot of the antenn<:e, extending therefrom to a distance
of a quarter wave length or more, whereby the efficiency is increased.

The in Ruence of the general condition of the earth around the
foot of the antennzc as to moisture, temperature, and ingredients, has
also heen noted, and the effects of the capacity of the aerial itself, its
height, an(] of elevated capacity areas placed at or near the end of
the vertical wire, have been investigated in connection with the recent
g-reat advance in syntonized systems.

For best results, it has been observed in general that the vertical
wire or net should be carefully insulated from all supporting poles,
guys. or indeed any electrical conductor connected to the earth, the
object being, to form an open vertical receiving circuit, insulated
in the air.

\;\T e may therefore, with advantage, as Fleming and others have
(lone, regard the general function of the vertical receiving wire and
its accessories, as serving to unite electrically the earth and space

19
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effects above mentioned, by which, through the agency of one of the
forms of wave detectors, a sufficient amount of the energy of the
radiating waves is localized to operate a suitable receiving device.

It was from a general survey of the above established facts
regarding the receiving conditions for successful wireless transmis-
sion of intelligence, that the writer was led recently to consider how
far these conditions may be fulfilled by growing vegetation, particu-
larly in the form of high trees covereel with green leaves.

My attention was first attracted by learning from Major General
Arthur ::11ac\rtl1l1r, L'. S. Army, of a successful experiment made in
Jul,\' , 190--1-. at the militar.y maneuvers of the Department of the
Columbia, at A.merican Lake, \Vashington, by Lieutenant \Villiam
1\1. Coodalc of thee. S. Signal Corps. in which he founcl that in
laying rapid telephone lines in a wooded country, for the field exer-
cises of the Army, a much better ground could be obtained by
attaching the earth sick of the instrument to an iron nail driven into
the trunk of a tree or shrub, than by the ordinary and more laborious
method of burying' a conducting plate. or by driving an iron spike
int(, the earth itself.

;\t the subsequent joint military maneuvers of the Department
of C"alifornia at Cam]) ;\tascadero. California, in August, 19

0
4,

opportunity \\'as afforded the writer to test the efficiency of this simple
me:lns of earthing' telephone and "Imzzer" telegraph circuits in a
country wlll're. due to the extremely dry condition of the soil to
cOllsideralJ!t' depths at that season, it was found very difficult, if not
impossible. te use the ordinary single wire grounded circuit even
when great care was taken in making the "ground", By using a
tree. hO\\"('VlT. for a ground connection, a telephone or telegraph sta-
tiun cuuld lw established in a few moments. with excellent results,

I t is found that the conductivity of a growing tree in a healthy
state, for telephonic currents. is such that the earth contact nail need
not be at the rout of the tree. but may be carried to a height up the
tree of 3u feet or more. and the telephone used from that elevation
\\"ith satisfactory results. Indeed, experiment shows that good com-
m1111icltioll C:[11 1)(' maintained from one tree top to another with the
trunks of hi )th trees in the circuit. \Vhen the operator holc1s the
ground \\'ire ill the hand, and completes the circuit to earth by merely
touching a lin' t \\"ig or leaf. the transmission of speech is g"ooc1. This
permits the military scout to use the valltag:e point of the tree elevation
f()J" (\hslT\ing" t11e eneillY. while being" screened from view by its
f(}lj;l~~e, ;llld at the S~:1l1etime. to trons1l1it by telephone to the distant
station, 1]](' in f( Jrmati()11 thus obtained.
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II.

21

VEGETABLE A~TE='JNjE FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

The experiments described below were conducted principally at
Fort 1\1ason, San Francisco, California, where the U. S. Signal
Corps has a wireless telegraph station, and between this point and
Alcatraz Island, San Francisco Bay, another wireless station of the
Signal Corps, at a distance of about 10 miles .

.Later, the Naval \Vireless Station at Yerba Buena Island, at a
distance of 3A miles, was also used as a transmitting station, through
the courtesy of Admiral VVhiting, U. S. Navy.

A grove of eucalyptus trees on the lawn in front of Major General
Arthur l\IacArthur's quarters at Fort .:\lason, was utilized as a
receiving station.

Apparatus and ]1,1ctlzod of ExpcrillteJlt.

The experiments thus far have been mainly qualitative, and the
apparatus used, of marked simplicity.

In testing the effects of different arrangements of receiving
circuit, and of capacities and inductances in its branches, it was more
cOl1venient to use the station at Fort l\lason for transmitting, vvhich
is about 320 yards distant front the trees utilized as receiving antennce.

The transmitting apparatus at Fort 1\lason consists of a small
Apps induction coil of about 4-inch spark, and a vertical antenna
wire suspended from a 7S-foot pole situated on a bluff about 8(, feet
above sea level. This was one of the first wireless stations installed
in the United States.

The detector used consists of a simple microphone made by
partially filling a small ebonite tube with the regular ::>izedspherical
carbon granules used in telephone transmitters, and by imbedding
therein two steel needles as electrodes so that they nearly touch each
other at the central part of the tube.

This apparatus, which serves to give roughly quantitative results,
dccoheres itself readily, an occasional slight tapping with the hand
heing all that is required to keep it sensitive.

A head telephone was used to interpret the signals.
No attempt has been made thus far to determine to what ultimate

distances this method may be employed for wireless signaling, since
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this is dependent upon many things, notably high power in the send-
ing apparatus, and extreme sensitiveness in the receiver.

The experiments described have reference to the general features
of the phenomena observed. The wave length employed in most
of the tests \vas about 300 feet, corresponding to a frequency in free
space of 3.27xI06 per second.

In figure I are shown three typical arrangements of receiving
circuits, which have been found efficient in practice. In this figure,
a growing tree is represented by the double line.

In figure I (a), N represents a point of electrical contact witl1 the
tree, made in any convenient manner, such as by driving an ordinary
iron nail or pin into the tree, preferably througb the outer, living part
thereof.

The point G represents a conducting contact with the earth, made
by driving a metallic pin therein. lVIis a microphone; T, a telephone;
and B, a source of electromotive force. In fig-ure I, (b) and ( c), the
corresponding letters represent similar apparatus.

The first experiments tried were with an arrangement of circuits
indicated in figure I, (b).

The electrical contact with the tree at the point P, was macie by
driving a nail into the tree itself an inch or two above the earth line,
so that the contact vvould be distinctly with the tree, and not with
the earth. The whole apparatus used for these preliminary experi-
ments was extremely simple, consisting of a few feet of flexible lamp
corel, a microphone, with three small dry cells, and a head telephone
receiver, suitably mounted on a small board about IO"XI2".

\Vith the electrical contact at the point P remaining stationary,
the upper point N was shifted up and down the tree, the effects being
noted. In this experiment, the transmitting station remained unal-
tered as far as possible, sending a simple signal, such as the letter S.
T twas fonnd that as soon as the distance PN became more than 3 or
4 feet, faint signals were heard, which in general increased in loud-
ness with the distance between P and N, along the trunk or stem of
the tree, up to the general reg-ion where the first branches began to
diverge, beyond which a further increase could not be certainly
noted.

In order to insure that the effects observed were actually due to
electromagnetic waves from the tree itself, and not to the short
antenna wire represented by lVIN, in (a) and (b), figure I, a careful
exploration of the tree was made, using lead-covered insulated wire
for the connections PJVr and l\JN, the lead covering of this short
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antenna being carefdly grounded, so that the actual wire used
was incased throug-hout in an earth connected metallic conductor,
which would effectually screen the electromagnetic waves from
affecting the wire inside. vVith such a wire, with the point P remain-
ing stationary, experiments were made, showing that as soon as the
distance p~ became more than about 3 feet for the particular distance
and apparatus used, faint signals began to be heard. Upon removing
the terminal an inch or two away from the tree, still keeping it at the
same heig-ht above the earth, the signals disappeared entirely, return-
ing" again when electrical contact was restored. These effects
increased in general, as the distance PN became g-reater.

.l\T etallic net screens of fine mesh \vere also used to protJ:ct the
whole receiving apparatus, and were placed close to the tree on the
side toward the receiving station, and above the height of the point
1\ for a considerable distance.

~\ tree selected behind a masonary embankment 8 feet high, and
growing close up against the wall and on the side directly opposite
the sending" station, was also used for receiving purposes, so that the
\vho1c receiving apparatus, including the upper contact was consider-
ably below the surface of the ground sustained by the retaining wall.
]'hese conditions did not perceptibly interfere in receiving signals
throug-h the tree.

The method employed in these experiments has the disadvantage
of requiring- the results to be interpreted by relative intensities of
sCHuHlto the human ear, which method is well known to be unreliable
in general, as compared with any method involving an instrument, for
instance, where detlections may be re2.d by the eye, yet the effects
were so pwnounc('d and unmistakable that they were readily con-
finned by repeated tests.

It \\-as found that the upper contact point N could be made either
to a metallic nail or pin, driven into the tree trunk, its smaller
branches, or by pressing- the wire against its leaves, buds, or flowers.

Since a vertical wire, earthed at its lower extremity, possesses a
potential node, and a current anti-node for electromagnetic waves
at approxim~ltcly the point where the wire intersects the earth
line, it \vas thought that a growing" tree, which can be regarded
as :t n~rtical conducting cylinder, earthed at its lower end through
its root Syslcm, \\"Cll1ldpossess a more or less well defined potential
110de region at or Ileal' the intersectiol1 of the earth line with the trunk
or stem 0 f the tree. Experiment confirmed this, and the point P, at
the base of the tree was therefore used, in general, as one of the
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advantageous points of connection throughout the experiments, and
comparisons usually made from this point to others, both up and
down the tree itself on the one hand, and in exploring the ground
surrounding and adjacent to the tree on the other.

E1ectrolllap,lletic Effects ill the Surface of the Ground Intmediate1y
Surroullding the Base of the Tree.

In figure I (c), is shown an arrangement for receiving electro-
magnetic effects from the surface of the ground itself immediately
surrounding the growing tree. Here, as in (b), the point P was a
metallic nail in the tree at its base, whereas the point G was at various
radial horizontal distances up to and somewhat beyond }-!4. V!ith
this arrangem,ent it was then an object, using P as one terminal, to
e:.::plore horizontally along the surface of the ground with the Gther
terminal.

I twas founel that a marked difference in effects could be obtained
by changing the point G, relative to the base of the tree, at times
even as little as a foot or two, provided however, it was in a zone
beyond 6 or 8 feet distance from P. This minimum distance, how-
ever, is a matter of the sensitiveness of the instruments, as well as
of the power used at the transmitting station. No law has been
ohserved, thus far, relative to the position of the point G from P, since
the local effects produced are quite likely due to the unsymmetrical
distribution of the root system immediately beneath the surface,
\vhich root system readily conducts electromagnetic 'waves, and may
therefore be considered as an extension of the antenna into the earth.

\Vhen the wire at P was entirely removed from the nail at the
hase of the tree, and inserted in the ground itself immediately adja-
cent thereto, but not actually touching the tree at all, the signals were
heard. Here, then, we are receiving electromagnetic effects without
any actual contact with any form of antenna, but directly from the
earth itself immediately surrounding the foot of the antenna, and
under its electrical influence.

1n figure I (a), which is a combination of (b) and (c), is repre-
sented a third type of receiving circuit which gave slightly stronger
results than either (h) or (c) independently.

\Vith the three typical circuits diagrammatically indicated in figure
1, a number of experiments were tried, with the following results:
Inserting impedance in lV1N, figure 1, (a) and (b), invariably cut
d( J\vn the intensity of the signals, whereas, impedance inserted in
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J\1P, (b) and (c), had little or no effect. A large choke coil with an
iron core, inserted at the lower contact P of the circuits, 'made
practically 110 difference, whereas, the reducing influence of a
hundred ohms in the branch iVIN, (a) and (b), was decidedly
noticeable. A small air core coil, made by winding a few turns of
sm:111wire, and inserted in this branch of the circuit, cut dmvn the
effect:3 perceptibly, while seven or eight thousand ohms would cut
off all sigilals. ,Vith the arrangement figure I (a), short circuiting
from a point at tbe base of the tree to either side of the microphone,
alternately, made no appreciable change in intensity of signals. The
detector in use being a microphone, operated by potential difference,
and not by energy or current, attempts to increase the effect in the
microphone by a number of parallel branches J\TN, made to several
separate metallic pins in the tree around its circumference at the
height N, and joining each to the same terminal of the microphone,
produced no perceptible increase in intensity, as was expected. The
same may be said, of course, \"lith respect to substituting for the
sing-Ie metallic electrode P at the base of the tree, several such points
connected in parallel to the microphone.

Several trees of a large grove were connected in parallel by join-
ing the upper terminals thereof to one terminal of the microphone,
the other terminal of the microphone being to earth. Here, again,
slight increases were sho\'v'n upon cutting in different trees in suc-
cession, singly, and in combination. The slight differences noticed
were probably due to differences in size and character of the trees,
the resultant effect upon the microphone being merely that of the
most efficient tree of the numlwr IJeing used at anyone time.

[n an effort to determine means for increasing and concentrating
a greater proportion of the electromagnetic waves absorbed by the
whole tree system, and for localizing the effect at the proper point
in the receiving circuit, the following significant experiment was
made.

,Vith the arran~::e1llel1t, figure I (b), several other contacts were
prepared arou1lcI the circumference of the tree at N, and also at P,
ancI these short circuited by wires direct, affording metallic paths
for the waves to reach the earth other than the one actually
containing the microphcl11e. Kelt the slightest diminution of the
signals (,Cl111dhe noticed Upon connecting such short circuit wires,
either sing-Iy or in comhination, provided only of course, tIle short
circuit was nClt bet\\"C'c'1lthe actl1al nails llsed in the receiving circuit,
hut was cOllill1cc1to other terminals in the tree. even when very close
thereto-
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This experiment sholvs that the electromagnetic effects utilized
111 the single circuit, shown in figure I (b), are but a very small
proportion of the total effect absorbed by the whole tree system.
This indicates that if we use a wave detector which operates by
electrical energy, instead of potential difference, we can easily
magnify the effects. 11anifestly, this can be done by surrounding
the tree, at the selected upper point, by a conducting ring or collar,
containing many metallic contacts with the tree itself, thereby multi-
plying and concentrating at the detector almost at 'Nill, the proportion
of the energy of the electromagnetic waves absorbed by the tree
system as a whole.

In similar manner, the point P, at the base of the tree, may
become a conducting ring or collar, with many actual contacts with
the tree itself.

If a wire is attached to the same upper tree contact which is being
used for receiving, and its other terminal touched in succession to
other contacts along the tree nearer and nearer to the lower contact
point P of the microphone, then a perceptible decrease in intensity of
the signals is noticed as the lower contact P is approached; this
operation causes the signals to almost entirely disappear when this
wire is touched to the tree within a few inches of the point P. In
the latter case, a lower impedance path to earth than that through
the microphone is offered the electromagnetic waves.

The point G in figure I, (a) and (c), can be made by metallic
strips or nets laid upon the ground, or by driving metallic nails or
pins into the projecting: root system, at sufficient distances from the
base of the tree.

The position in azimuth of the contact point N relative to the
distant sending station, had no effect upon the received signals, the
intensity being the same, even with the points P, N, in an element of
the cylinder of the trunk of the tree, on the side directly opposite the
sending station.

In figure 2, (a), is shown an arrangement of transmitting antenna
IV hich, hmvever, has been used only over very short distances up to
the present time, as the experiments thus far have been principally
confined to receiving.

In the figure, the earth or ground is made through the root
system of the grmving tree, and the aerial is merely suspended, using
the tree itself as a supporting mast.

Since the capacity of a vertical wire is increased by the presence
near it of a conductor parallel thereto, the efficiency of the arrange-
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ment can be changed by varying the distance of the vertical wire
from the trunk of the tree.

Attempts were made to note if there is any screening effect from
neighboring trees in line with the receiving station; in other words,
if electromagnetic shadows are cast. YVith the wave lengths used,
and the distances involved, the results seemed equally good from even
smaller trees immediately behind a hank of larger ones in line with
the transmitting station.

,e-, G.•2.
(a)

1 C

0~

Short circuiting" the trunks of trees by direct wires from contact::,
at a point where the main branches diverge, to a terminal at the base
of each, had no appreciable influence upon the sig'nals being received
frolll neighboring trees. A direct current sent through the tree by
a hundred volts of battery, when thrown on, off and reversed,
showed no perceptible effects Upon the signals being received
throl1,~-h the 1ll1cropholle.

:\0 diflncncc ill fl'ceiviilg was noticed, resulting from the differ-
ent wave lengths used in transmitting", whether from the Fort Mason

~~
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Station, Alcatraz Island Station, or the Naval Station at Yerba
Enena Island.

No effects were observed with a telephone in series with a source
of electromotive force. and connected directly to two small needle
electrodes inserted in the smooth living snrface of the inner bark of
the tree. This resnlt was expected, bnt the experiment shonld be
more hopefnl if the waves were made to traverse a portion of a
minnte living hair root, as we would then be dealing with an electro-
lytic detector bnilt nj) of vegetable cells.

As indicating the order of magnitude of the ohmic resistance in-
volved in these experiments, it may be stated that in a encalyptus
tree about 15 inches in diameter, the resistance between two nails
IS feet apart. was about 5,500 ohms.

In the cases measured. the resistance circumferentially, was
greater than that measured over the same distance vertically, or with
the grain of the wood.

In trees possessing a well defined heartwood, the effect of girdling
is prononncecl, since in such a tree the only living portion is a com-
paratively thin ou~er layer. the central portion of heartwood being
practically dead and free from sap.

In cases of rapid growth, especially in this climate, the whole
tree is practically alive, and the effect of girdling, even to a consider-
alJle depth, has comparatively little inAnence on the measnred ohmic
resistance.

As an example:
In a young ellCaJyptus tree at the Presidio, San Francisco, 18

inches in diameter, and about 56 feet high, the resistance was meas-
11reel between two points on the tree trnnk IS feet apart, and was
found to he 5.-1-50ohms. After completely girdling the tree to a
depth of I Y; inches for a distance of abont 2 feet between the elec-
trodes, another measurement was taken over the same distance, and
the resistance was found to be but 6,150 ohms.

The efficiency of an elevated capacity area attached to an antenna
is not wholly dependent upon the extent of snch area, bnt also upon
its general configuration, or in other words, npon its capacity. In
like man11er, the efi1ciellcy of an artificial earth for grounding an
anLenna docs not wholly depend npon the area of the plate buried in
the earth, but also upon the shape and disposition of snch surface,
iL having: been observed that a 12,"ivenarea of earth plate is more
dlicient in the form of radiating out from a C01111110n point,
at the foot of the antemH, than in the form of a single circular plate.
! L appears possihle, therefore, that the manifold and varied forms and
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shapes given by nature to the leaf surfaces of vegetation, adapt them
for absorbing electromagnetic radiation; while the general configura-
tion of the root systems of trees, consisting of large radial root trunks,
proceeding ont from a common stem, and supplemented by innu-
merable branches and microscopic hair roots and rootlets filled with
condncting fluids, is !lot ill-suited for the conduction of electro--
magnetic waves into the earth.

Again, the strength required in towers and masts for support-
ing antel1l1~ wires, is provided in the antenn~ here suggested,
since a great tree with its natural buttresses, and its root system
often extending deep into the earth, is well designed to resist the
elements.
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III.

\VIRELESS TELEGRAPHY FOR J\lILIT ARY FIELD
OPERATIONS.

There is little doubt at present that wireless telegraphy will be
u,<:ec1in the military field operations of the future. The maintenance
of a wire line has always presented a serious obstacle to reliability
and efficiency, and when this line is in the military terrain, the
problem is doubly difficult.

/\ principal objection to field wireless telegraph equipments has
been the necessity of transporting some form of mast, captive balloon
01' kite, to sustain the vertical aerial. These balloDns or kites, in
addition to being difficult to manage, also disclose to the enemy the
positions of the signal stations.

Realizing the ideal character of some form of space telegraphy
for transmitting information in the field, the armies of Europe as
well as the Signal Corps, U. S. Army, have been vigorously investi-
gating this subject.

One of the best military field outfits at present in use is that
furnished by the "Gesellschaft iLlr Drahtlose Telegraphie" of Berlin,
designed by J\!Iessrs. Braun, Slaby and Areo. This system has
been tested by the Signal Corps, and there are in operation at present
ahout forty of these eC[uipments in the armies of the various coun-
tries of Europe.

The prime requisites for any field telegraph system are simplicity
amI reliabiE ty.

In the field wireless system above mentioned. there are included
a j)Oiver car, an apparatus car, and an implement car. Balloons or
kites are used to raise the aerial wires.

The implement car is provided with a gas reservoir, the necessary
tools, and a reserve benzine reservoir for the power car.

The power car is equipped with an alternating current dynamo,
having a capacity of one kw, and a direct current exciting dynamo
coupled to a four-horse power be~1Zine motor. This small engine is
cooled by a circulation of water, forced from a reservoir around the
cylinder of the engine.

Storage batteries are automatically charged by the continuous
current dynamo which supplies current for exciting the alternating
current generator.
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To the power car is attached the cable drum for hauling in the
balloon.

A wire netting or metallic cylinder at a fixed horizontal distance
from the earth is used, instead of directly earthing the aerial, in
order to give more uniform results for syntonizing.

This general type of apparatus has been furnished the Russian
Army, and is said to have given good results in the recent maneuvers
of the Cerman Army. It is also reported to have been adopted by
Austria.

Tlie above indicates the comparatively complex apparatus re-
quired for field wireless telegraph stations at present.

For short distances, which alone have been thus far attempted
for reasons already stated, the field apparatus which was used in
some of these experiments, is shown in the photographs herewith
attached, indicating how simple the outfit for short distances may
become, when the necessity for supporting masts, balloons or kites
is removed.

Tn order to test other kinds of trees than those available at Fort
~\Iason, California, a telegraph auto-car recently purchased for the
Signal Corps of the Army, was temporarily fitted with the necessary
transmitting apparatus, and a tour made through Santa Clara and
"\lameda counties, California, installing and operating field sending
and receiving stations at various points along the route.

The electric power required was in the form of two small portable
storage batteries of ten volts each, which were used to excite a large
;\pps coil.

\\'hen a tree was used to support the sending aerial, the "earth-
ing" \\'as accomplished through the root svstem of the tree itself, by
attaching' a \\'ire to O!le or more iron nails driven into its base. The
tree stem \\'as utilized to support the aerial, the only electrical con-
nectioll tlwn'\\ith being' at its base.

For recei\'ing', the apparatus used was that already described and
sh(1\\'11in detail in the photo.QTaphs.

~~e\Tral kinds of trees of v:1rlouS sizes were usee] for receiVing,
sl1ch :lS \\'il1ow, pine, spruce, oak, etc., and a marked difference in
efficiency OhSCTH'(1. .\ tree with little leaf surface, and generally
dry and unhealthy, is difficult to use at all, even for very short
disLulC,'S, \\"hile a tree perfecliy dead behaves as an insulator.

.\ fln link pr:~ctice, h\() 11lCn, a serg-CJ.l1tand corporal of the
Si~)ll:t1 ('()rp~, (Ine a good linemall, and the other the chauffeur of
the 1ll:lchill(', \rho <Ll~():ldcd ~~stelq~Taph operator, could install a
,Ql/1(lingst:ai(J11 in ten to 11ftcen 1l1imltes. A receiving' station is even
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less trouble to instalL since there is nothing to transport except what
can be carried in the hands.

The best field system of wireless telegraphy for the army will
result only after careful, tedious and exhaustive experiments, and
tests under the exacting conditions of actual vvar, for the extrava-
gant and enthusiastic claims of inventors have nowhere to be received
with more caution than in practical wireless telegraphy.
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IV.

ELECTROl\10TIVE FORCES IN GRO\tVING TREES.

In the course of these experiments it was desired to measure
with a \tVheatstone Bridge, the electrical resistance of living vegetable
cells, such as between metallic electrodes inserted in the trunk of a
tree.

In atternpting such measurements, it became evident that there
are electromotive forces present in growing vegetation, which are
exhibited in this case by the great difficulty experienced in making
any accurate measurements of resistance at all, due to the continued
unbalancing of the Bridge by these electromotive forces.

The phenomenon is complicated, and considerable experimenta,l
care, and many observations upon different kinds of trees, in various
locations, and in different kinds of weather, would be needed to
clear up the matter satisfactorily.

For instance, unless platinum or other non-oxidizable electrodes
are employed, there would be voltaic effects caused by the vegetable
acids of the sap of the tree in contact with the metallic electrodes
imbedded therein, and also, unless modified by the tree itself, we
would expect a difference of potential between an electrode at the
base of a tree and one higher up the tree, since the upper atmosphere
is positive with respect to the earth. Ag-ain, it has been shown that a
living tree serves as an earthed conductor, and is sensitive to
electrical disturbances outside of itself. The resistance measured
evidently depends, also, upon the size and shape of the electrodes
used, etc.

A suitable electrometer was not at hand, so that in order to deter-
mine roughly the general character of these phenomena, some
observations were taJ,;:en with a \tVeston Laboratory Standard 1\1illi-
Voltmeter, \vith a diagonal scale capable of indicating electromotive
forces as small as .00002 of a volt.

Several curves \vere taken, but sufficient regularity was not
observed to enable any adequate theory to be advanced at present.
An electrostatic instrument, whose readings are independent of the
ohmic resistance between the electrodes, should be used for such
c="]lnilllcnts.
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The curve, figure 3, exhibits the volt-time variations observed

between two points in the trunk of a eucalyptus tree, one, at the base
of the tree, and the other at 25 feet elevation. The electrical contacts
were made by inserting metallic pins in the tree itself, no earth con-
nections being used.

The resistance of the tree between the electrodes was about 6, I50
ohms, which was large in comparison with that of the voltmeter)
anel the readings, therefore, do not represent actual values of the
voltages, but serve merely to note general diurnal variations in a
particular case.

From this curve 1t 1Sobserved that the upper contact is pos1tIve
with respect to the one at the base of the tree, although slight
reversals of very smaH value, and comparatively sudden changes,
evidently due to causes outside the tree itself, vvere noticed several
times. These, however, were too small and too sudden to be read
on this scale. The observations for this curve vvere obtained by
half-hour readings over a period of 24 hours, during a great portion
of which a severe rain storm \vas raging. The day in general was
extremely cloudy, with little sun.

It appears from the curve, that from 9 o'clock in the evening until
6 :30 o'clock in the morning, the electromotive force was too small to
be recorded by the instrument, and that the principal changes
occurred between 6 :30 and 9 o'clock in the evening, and between 6 :30
and 9 o'clock in the morning, with another rise between I :30 and 4
o'clock p. m.

Variations of the electromotive force between the lower tree
terminal and the earth itself, are comparatively large and indefinite
in manner, as has been observed frequently before, due to earth
cu rrents proper.

In examining the curve in figure 3, it is interesting- to note that
two of the maximum changes occurred, one in the early evening, and
another in the early morning, about twelve hours apart, or at about
the periods when the general influence of the sun during the day is
withdrawn for the night, and again when it reappears in the morning
after a long period of darkness.

In other cases, the readings between electrodes a short distance
apart indicated as much as 8 milE-volts, and at times tlle terminal
at the base was positive, instead of negative.
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Resistances ~\Veremore easily measured at night th~u1 in the clay
time, as the balancing of the Bridge was then more readily obtained.

According to present theory, during daylight the air is filled with
electrons. carrying positive and negative charges of electricity which
arc more or less recombined during the night.

In this connection, it is interesting to note that it is stated by Sir
Oli ver Lodge. in a footnote to his Royal Society lecture of 1894,
that he found that leaves of geraniums discharge positive electrifica-
tion five times as quickly as negative, under the action of an arc light.

Evidently, these phenomena require careful investigation.
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v.

ON THE ABS()RPTIO~ OF ELECTROlVIAGNETIC OSCIL-
LATIOKS OF LO\iV FREQUENCY.

There are three modes by which an electrical disturbance may be
transmitted through space, namely:-by electromagnetic induction,
by electrostatic induction, and by electromagnetic radiation.

The first of these \vas the basis of an early system of wireless
telegraphy, as used by Sir \iVilliam Preece and others. The second
comprises a method proposed by Professor Dolbear,* Edison, and
others.

In general, the effects of both electromagnetic induction and
electrostatic induction decrease with the cube of the distance from
the source, so that these methods have not proved efficient as a means
of transmitting intelligence through space where considerable dis-
tances are involved.

Since Hertzian waves are readily absorbed by vegetation, it was
desirable to determine to what extent electromagnetic oscillations
of low frequency are also ahsorbed. The following experiment was
therefore tried:

ear Lorin Station, along the route of the long distance trans-
mission line of the California Gas and Electric Corporation of San
Francisco, the vegetation was examined for inductive effects. This
line transmits power from Yuba County, California, at a voltage of
56.000. with a frequency of 60 cycles per second, three-phase.

From previous experiments, it was thought that the vegetation
in the vicinity of this transmission line would be sufficiently affected,
so that a note corrcspondin;:.;' to this frequency would be heard in a
telephone receiver.

Upon connecting the telephone between two nails driven in
any growing' tree along the route of this line, and at a reasonable
distance therefrom, the telephone responded to this note with great
clearness. and \"hen the distance was not more than 100 feet, the
sound \\"as ver.\' loud. For this experiment, no microphone need be
used, nor an:': source of electromotive force other than that induced
in the tree itself, the telephone being connected directly between two
nails driH'n into the tree.

* U. S. Lctters P:ltCl1t :\To. 350,299. dated Octo]ler 5, r886.

~ 
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Since the trunk or stem of the tree, being perpendicular to the
surface of the earth, is normal to the direction of the transmitting
wire, the effects of electromagnetic induction should be a maxi-
mum between points of the tree on a line parallel to the wire, and a
minimum between points on a vertical line. Since, however, the
large leaf surface at the top of the tree presents in reality an exten-
sive conducting area, it may be regarded as having a resultant sur-
face which acts as a capacity plate parallel to the earth, and connected
therewith by a vertical cylindrical conductor represented by the stem
or trunk of the tree. The details of the experiment follow:

In a tree I8" in diameter, between points in the circumference at
the same level above the surface of the ea!rth, and parallel to the
wire, the effects were nil in the telephone, whereas, the effects in a
vertical line along the trunk of the tree increased in general with
the distance between the electrodes. It appears, as stated above, that,
although the stem of the tree is normal to the power line, the gen-
eral leaf surface spreads out horizontally, and receives electrostatic
charges from the alternating current in the line, causing a corre-
sponding alternating current to flow in the trunk of the tree, which
current is indicated in the telephone.

Opposite the transmission line, in an open meadow free from
vegetation, an examination of the surface of the ground with the
same apparatus exhibited marked effects, and with one terminal
stationary, and the other terminal exploring in azimuth, the loca-
tion of the equipotential lines, normal to the direction of the wire,
and of the lines of current flow, parallel thereto, could be readily and
accurately traced at any reasonable distances from the wire, the
effects, however, rapidly dying away as the lateral distance increased.

The points of no sound in the telephone could be located within
two or three feet, at a distance of one hundred feet from the trans-
mission line, and with no source of electromotive force other than
that induced in the surface of the earth. This simple experiment is
very realistic, and is a repetition on a large scale of the familiar
laboratory experiment of tracing the lines of current flow on the
surface of a conducting liquid, by means of a telephone and "buzzer,"
except that in the latter c.ase, we are concerned with electric conduc-
tion instead of electromagnetic induction.

Several kinds of trees of various sizes and forms were exam-
ined along this power transmission line, and all were found to be
singing, with a Joud voice, the fundamental note characteristic of
the frequency of the line current. Indeed, the strip of vegetation
along this line has thus been singing continuously, day and night,
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for several years, since the operation of the line began, it needing
only the electromagnetic ear to make the sound apparent.

The general appearance of vegetation along this route is certainly
vigorous, showing that the continuous presence of actual electric
currents of an oscillating character, flowing throughout the living
portion of the vegetation, does not apparently interfere with normal
growth-indeed, if any effect is noticeable, it is rather that of in-
creased luxuriance of growth in the immediate vicinity of this line,
although this point would require careful observation by skilled
specialists. The fact remains, that from a botanical standpoint, we
have here an experiment on a huge scale, of vegetation growing
over an extended period of time under the influence of induced
electrical oscillations of low frequency flowing through its living
parts.

This transmission line, at the point examined, is strung on wooden
poles about 45 feet in height, with special porcelain insulators for
the execessive voltages used. The insulation is so effective that an
examination of one of the supporting poles of this line, in the same
vicinity, and with the same apparatus, failed to give any indication
in the telephone, although the pole itself was vibrating mechanically,
due to the stretched wires being supported on it. In fact, dead
vegetable matter, thoroughly dry and free from sap, is an efficient
insulator for electrical oscillations.

The conductivity of a substance for electrical oscillations of high
frequency is dependent upon the amount of surface area, rather than
upon the volume, since the result is a " skin" effect, which decreases
in thickness as the period of oscillation increases. The amount of
conducting area presented in the innumerable chains of vegetable
cells filled with conducting fluids, which go to make up the living
portion of the trunk of an ordinary tree, is very great compared
to that offered hy \VIres.
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VI.

FLORAL SPECTRA.

Spectrum analysis has been of inestimable value in making known
to the world the manifold beauty and variety or radiation, and it
stands at present as the most powerful means at the disposal of the
physicist and chemist for qualitative analysis.

This method has revealed the existence of many until recently
so-called elements of nature, such as 'caesium, rubidium, thallium,
indium, gallium, etc., and is able to detect, under proper conditions,
the presence of such a very minute quantity of a substance as one
ten-millionth of a milligram of calcium, and a one hundred-millionth
of a milligram of strontium, in the high temperatures of the electric
discharge. Heretofore, spectrum analysis has not been available for
studying vegetable matter.

If in the place of the usual metal electrodes of a moderately
powerful induction coil, suitable vegetable electrodes be substituted,
most of the phenomena of the electrical discharge in air can be
observed. An instructive experiment is the following:

Place upon a glass table two ordinary house plants in earthen
jars, preferably plants of large leaf area, such as those of the palm
family. Separate the regular secondary terminals of the coil beyond
the sparkling distance, and connect the two growing plants each to
a secondary terminal by simply inserting a fine wire in the damp
soil in the jar, without actual contact with any part of the plant
itself. Darken the room and excite the coil. By placing the jars
near together, and then separating them by sliding them along the
table, interesting phenomena are observed. When the nearest leaf
surfaces of the two vegetable electrodes are beyond the disruptive
sparking distance, the brush discharge effect outlining the edges of
the various leaves is beautiful, and exhibits the effect of points and
edges in streamlets of purple and lavender discharge. As the jars
are moved nearer together, the usual disruptive spark takes place,
and at a distance so nearly equal to the regular sparking distance
between metal electrodes, that the living leaves of the plants may
be said to behave electrically, for these highly oscillating currents,
as though they were sheets of metal of the shapes and dimensions of
the leaves themselves.
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Under proper conditions, from a normal 8-inch spark coil, a 6-inch
disruptive spark of deep purple is readily obtained between vegeta-
ble electrodes.

Upon closing: the primary circuit of the coil, a decided move-
ment of the leaves and stems of each electrode is observed, depend-
ing' upon the stiffness of the leaves themselves, or their resistance to
mechanical stress. The individual leaf surfaces of the same elec-
trode suffer a mutual repulsion, while the leaves of opposite
electrodes are strongly attracted, and may move up toward each
other an inch or more at the moments of disruptive discharge.

These comparatively large leaf areas act as charged condenser
plates of metal, those whose charges are of the same sign repelling
each other, while those of opposite sign attract. The general effect
vf the electrical oscillations upon the plant life itself is interesting,
and should be investigated quantitatively. vVhen the discharge is
a powerful one from a large coil, and the plant surface is small,
the leaves between which the disruptive discharge takes place, seem
to dry up and die within a day or two after such an experience,
whereas other stems of the same electrode, on the side away from
the disruptive discharge, remain seemingly unaffected, and continue
to grow apace.

The heat of the discharge, and the volatilization of the water
in the plant, undoubtedly play an important part, but what effect
these rapid electrical oscillations may have on the living protoplasm
of the plant cell, is an important question. The above indicates that
in plant life, as in living animal cells, weak electrical oscillations may
stimulate "without harm, ,,,hile sufficiently strong ones may produce
" electrocution."

Since it is known that the red end of the solar spectrum contains
the more efficient electromagnetic waves involved in plant growth,
may not much longer electromagnetic waves, even such as those
heing- here considered, which we have some reason to believe are
also radiated by the sun, he capable of influencing plant life under
suitable conditions?

For spectroscopic work. the discharge should be one of consid-
erable energ~- and for this purpose one or two Leyden jars in
parallel with the spark gap, can be used to advantage, by which
means the character of the spark may be changed from a thin non-
luminous one, to a short. thick spark of greater brilliancy.

The general shape of a leaf surface causes the discharge to take
place from its points and edges, thus dissipating the effect, but this
can be partially overcome by "forming" the vegetable electrodes
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water vapor.
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in suitable insulating and adjustable dies, such as by forcing sev-
eral leaves, unattached from their growing stems, into glass tubes,
so that their inner ends, to which the discharge is thus confined,
will present vegetable surfaces of definite form. Comparativel.;T
large electrical power is needed for success in such experiments.

In figure 4, are shown photographic spectra recently taken at
the University of California, at Berkeley, California, between dande-
lion and ivy electrodes, respectively. These were kindly furnished
by Professor Percival Lewis of the Department of Physics of the
University, a well known authority on spectroscopy.
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VII.

CONCLUSION.

Until recently, the vegetable kingdom has been regarded as prac-
tically non-electric, but due to exhaustive researches* into the nature
of the discharge of electricity through gases, the discoveries follow-
ing that of radium, and the general phenomena of radio-activity,
etc., a new electric theory of matter has been formulated, which serves
to bring all forms of gross matter within its comprehensive embrace.

It would seem that living vegetation may playa more important
part in electrical phenomena than has been generally supposed. We
have seen that living vegetable organisms absorb and conduct
electrornagnetic oscillations over a wide rang'e of the electromagnetic
spectrum, beginning with sunlight, whose electrical action in the
plant cell is at present little understood, and extending to waves of
identical character, but of immensely greater lengths. such as
Rertzian radiation, telephonic waves, and oscillations of the ordinary
low frequencies used in commercial electric transmission lines. Dis-
ruptive discharges between vegetable electrodes, and electrostatic
effects between vegetable surfaces are easily produced.

The paucity of scientific literature upon this general subject is
remarkable.

Recently, Professor S. Lemstromt of Relsingfors, Finland, pub-
lished an account of some interesting experiments upon vegetable
growth in northern latitudes.

It is noted by Professor Lemstrom that there is a rich develop-
ment of plants in the Polar regions, as compared with correspond-
ing conditions in countries further south, which he attributes to
peculiar electrical conditions of the atmosphere causing the phenom-
ena of " aurora borealis."

It is also noted that the flora of the Temperate and Polar regions,
such as the pine and fir, have by nature sharp pointed foliage and
pointed projections, suitable for the conduction of electromagnetic
waves accompanying" aurora borealis."

. l\1ay not here exist either a cause of, or in part, a reason for,
such floral forms?

*" Conduction of Electricity through Gases," J. J. THOMSON.

t"Electricity in Agriculture and H orticulture/' by PROFESSOR S. LEMSTROM,
London.
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Plowman* has studied the growth of seedlings in water through
which an electric current is made to flow, and records the general
effect of the anode in causing the root tips to turn towards it. He
attributes this reaction to the effect of positive electrons rather than
to mere chemical effects of the atoms themselves, and states his
conclusion that "negative charges stimulate, and positive cha'rges
paralyze the embryonic protoplasm of plants."

Since it is easy to induce into plant cells electromagnetic oscilla-
tions over a wide range of frequency, without mechanically disturbing
the natural position of the plant in soil, researches to determine the
possible influence of such oscillations upon plant life should be under-

taken.
According to present theory, all electrical conduction is really

electrolytic in character, accompanied by dissociation of electrons
and recombination, so that actual oscillatory currents maintained
throughout the living organisms of vegetation may effect changes
in a growth whose very existence is now known to vitally depend
upon other electromagnetic waves of sunlight.

Healdt has examined, for the determination of relative electri-.
cal conductivity, the juices of plants, expressed from the leaves,
stems, roots, etc. He finds such juices comparatively good con-
ductors, due principally to dissolved mineral substances, while
organic compounds playa minor part.

Jo11esco+has given elaborate study to the underlying causes of
the seeming preference of lightning for certain kinds of trees, and
states that woods rich in fatty materials are not as good conductors
as those containing a greater proportion of starchy matter.

The element of imagination is a dangerous one in physical
research, yet without it, often in a bold form, the more important
advancements in physical science would not have been made.

However, in view of what has been accomplished in space-
telegraphy within the last seven or eight years, it is difficult to pre-
dict to what extent this means of communication may be ultimately
developed. If, as indicated above in these experiments, the earth's
surface is already generously provided with efficient antennce, which
we have but to utilize for such communication, even over short dis-

* " Electrotropism of Roots))) by AMON B. PLOWMAN) Phanerogamic Labora-
tories, Harvard University, American Journal of Science, August, 1904,
il,ic1 XIV p. 131. August, 1902.

-r "The Electrical Ccnducti'vity of Plant htices.)) FREDEIUC DE FORREST HEALD.
Science, VoL 15, p. 457.

r'Ursachen del' Blit:::sehliige in Biiume,)) D1MITR1E JONESCO. Stuttgart, 1892.
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tances, it is a fascinating thought to dwell upon in connection w'ith
the future development of the transmission of intelligence.

Since a transmitting station is a central point for electromagnetic
waves sent out in all directions over the surface of the earth, a large
class of information, such as meteorological reports, crop reports,
and general news items of interest to all, may in time be sent from
central points, to be received at many places within the radius of
influence of the signal station, and this, too, by the simplest forms of
apparatus.

Again, it is seen that a growing tree, covered with foliage, is
influenced inductively by electrical disturbances outside of itself,
and in fact becomes generally responsive to induced electrical oscil-
lations. It should offer, therefore, a promising means of studying
meteorological effects of an electrical character, particularly those
of lightning discharges, and electricity of the air. One of the first
practical rules for the preservation of life against lightning is DO
avoid the vicinity of a tree.

Our great forest areas may exercise an influence in maintaining
a general equilibrium between the electrical charges of the upper
atmosphere and the earth, which has not been fully realized. On this
point, comparisons between observations from the interior of great
desert areas devoid of any vegetation, with those from other portions
of the earth's surface well covered \vith forests, would be instructive.

X otwithstanding the accumulated data since the famous kite
experiment of Franklin in 1752, much has yet to be done towards an
electrical survey of the earth's atmosphere.

From this viewpoint, the general surface. of the earth may be
considered as supplied by nature with innumerable meteorological
observation towers, \vl-:.ich possibly may be employed by means of
apparatus involving principles already well known to science.

In conclusion, it is believed that vegetation should be studied more
systematically from a distinctly physical standpoint than has been
clone in the past. Physics has been said to be the mother of all the
sciences. and more and more the physical method of studying all
science is proving to be the true one, as is evidenced by the great
advance in recent years, in comparatively new branches of scientific
work, such as Astrophysics and Physical Chemistry. Has not the
time arrived for a more systematic study of Physical Botany, in the
light of the ne\'. electric theory of matter?

ELECTRICAL L.\BOR1\TORY, U. S. SIGNAL CORPS)

PnEI;AN BUILDING) SAN FRANCISCO) CAL.)
NOVEJ\IJ3ER) 1904.
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